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To Stop the War Party,
Shut Down the British System 

April 16, 2017

The majority of the world’s nations and peoples are in a state of shock,
and fear, that the recent 180 degree turn by President Donald Trump
—from his rejection of “regime change” and a commitment to work
with Russia and China for peace and development, to a criminal and
unwarranted  military  attack  on  Syria  and  a  threat  to  preemptively
attack North Korea—could provoke a global nuclear war at virtually
any  moment.  This  fear  is  fully  justified,  but  to  prevent  such  an
existential disaster for mankind, they must finally come to terms with
the fact, long identified by Lyndon LaRouche, that the source of this
crisis is the British Empire and the British System. 

Not  only  did  the  London  Guardian brag  on  April  13  that  Britain’s
GCHQ (the  UK’s  NSA equivalent)  first  notified  the  US intelligence
services of  so-called suspicious contacts  between Trump campaign
personnel  and  Russians  deemed  to  be  “suspected  intelligence
agents”—as  if  contact  with  Russians  were  a  bad  thing—but  they
openly complained that the United States was prohibited by law from
spying on their own citizens—so the Brits had to do it for them. 

Through their influence over political and media networks in the U.S.,
and their primary asset George Soros, the British used a totally fake
dossier fabricated by “former” MI6 agent Christopher Steele to create
a  “color  revolution”  movement  against  the  Trump  Presidency  over
supposed ties to the Russians. Then, using fake intelligence reports
from  their  terrorist-connected  “White  Helmet”  assets  in  Syria,  the
British surrounded Trump with the lie that the Syrian government had
used chemical weapons against their own population—an absurdity,
since it served no military purpose, and the Syrian government was
already clearly winning the war against ISIS and al-Qaeda terrorists
with Russian help. Recall that it was Tony Blair who provided the fake
intelligence that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction,
drawing GW Bush into the war on Iraq that launched the current Hell,
of terror, and a mass exodus of refugees across the Middle East. 

This British complicity was made public on April 12 in the UN Security
Council, when Russian Deputy Envoy to the Security Council, Vladimir
Safronkov, turned directly to the British Ambassador, Matthew Rycroft,
who had just denounced Russia for backing Bashar al Assad in Syria
(and  who  had  earlier  been  an  aid  to  Tony  Blair  when  the  British
launched the criminal war on Iraq). Safronkov correctly identified the
British motive in their lies and war mongering: “You are afraid that we
might work with the U.S. This is what you lose sleep over.” 

This is exactly the British purpose. The British have used the United
States as their “dumb giant” to fight their colonial wars ever since the
assassination of John F. Kennedy—from Vietnam to Iraq to Libya and
Syria, and now perhaps North Korea, which would bring all of Asia and
the world into a nuclear holocaust. The British are willing to risk global
nuclear war in order to prevent the U.S. from rejecting the imperial
division of the world into conflicting East and West, from uniting the
entire  world  behind  mutual  peace  and  development,  and  ending
Empire once and for all. 

LaRouche’s Schiller Institute demonstrated the way out of this disaster
on  April  13-14  in  Manhattan,  in  a  conference  titled  “U.S.-China
Cooperation on the Belt and Road Initiative and Corresponding Ideas
in Chinese and Western Philosophy.” Speaking at the conference were
leading Chinese and Russian diplomats and professionals, presenting
the urgency of President Trump joining with China and Russia in the
New Silk  Road  projects  now bringing  win-win  development,  rather
than war, to every part of the world. Helga Zepp-LaRouche, founder of
the Schiller Institute, addressed both the urgency of this cooperation
as the necessary “war avoidance” policy, but also the need to bring the
cultural  traditions  of  all  great  nations—and  especially  those  of  the
Chinese Confucian culture  and the Western Renaissance culture—
into harmony as the basis for meeting the common aims of mankind. 

This  requires,  at  long  last,  the  completion  of  the  U.S.  Revolution
against the British imperial system, crushing that evil system within the
United States and worldwide, now, before they succeed in launching a
war that would mean the immediate end of civilization as we know it. 

All citizens, of all nations, must act on the basis of their true humanity
—at this moment of crisis of civilization—to join with the LaRouche
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LAROUCHE'S FOUR LAWS AND
JOIN CHINA'S NEW SILK ROAD

LaRouchepac Manhattan Town Hall
event, April 15

Discovering LaRouche Method:
A Class Series on Economics 

Here are the first of 10 classes of a 
12-part series on LaRouche's 
Discoveries in physical economy 
and the method that produced them.
Part I: The Mind and Universal 
Creativity
Part II: The Basis for LaRouche’s 
Successful Forecasts
Part III: The Value of Productivity 
Part IV: Non-Scalar Economic Value 
of Discovery 
Part V: Motivführung 101: 
Introduction to the Haydn-Mozart 
Revolution 
Part VI: Tuning the Mind for the 
Music of Classical Poetry 
Part VII:Principles of Fundamental 
Scientific Discovery
Part VIII: Our Anti-Entropic Universe
Part IX: The Economic Value of 
Infrastructure
Part X: A Fusion Driver Crash 
Program: Upshifting the Human 
Species 
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movement and other like-minded citizens of the world, to crush the
British system, and bring into being a new paradigm represented by
the New Silk Road process of peace through development. 

CHEMINADE 2017
Se libérer de l'occupation financière
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21/04/17
Communiqué de Jacques Cheminade 
sur l’attentat des Champs Élysées 
Nous sommes de cœur avec les familles 
de ceux qui ont donné leur vie pour notre 
pays et pour nous tous et avec tous ceux 
qui vouent leur temps et leur énergie à 
nous défendre.   [suite...]
Voir aussi les articles de Jacques 
Cheminade sur le terrorisme

04/14/2017
British Stand Exposed as Source of 
The War Drive: Their Meddling Must 
End! 
EIRNS—In the face of an ongoing deluge 
of lies and disinformation about Russia, 
coming from the institutions of the British 
Empire and its pathetic mouthpieces, 
there are two points  [To continue...]

04/19/2017
China and U.S. Economies: Why Trump
Must Go to Beijing May 14-15 
EIRNS—China’s accelerating economic 
growth continues to drive the world 
economy—again accounting for one-third 
of the expansion in the global economy —
while the United States continues to drag 
it down.  [To continue...]

04/19/2017
Chinese Foreign Minister Previews the 
May Silk Road Summit; Will Reshape 
the Global Economy 
EIRNS—In preparation for the One Belt, 
One Road summit to be held May 14-15, 
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi today 
described the schedule and topics to be 
covered, and  [To continue...]

04/04/2017
Dr. Postol Exposes Fraud of White 
House Report on Alleged Syrian Sarin 
Gas Attack 
EIRNS—In the fourth in a series of 
devastating exposés, Ted Postol, MIT 
Professor Emeritus of Science, 
Techonology and International Security,
proves beyond any doubt that the sarin 
gas attack that allegedly occurred in Khan
Sheikhoun on April 4 could not possibly 
have  [To continue...]

04/21/2017
Expose and Crush the British Attack 
on the U.S. 
As you read this, the British are moving to
exploit a loophole in European 
peacekeeping agreements, to try again to 
lure President Trump into making a 
dangerous mistake — this one likely fatal
 [To continue...]
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EIR Daily Alert Service

EIR now has a Daily Alert Service!
Delivered to your email

5 mornings a week.
  20 issues $100.
130 issues $600.
260 issues $1200.
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Report
PDF format $35.US
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